Some ways to use Pet Ease
Play the music quietly in the background. If you want to use the music
when giving your animal a bath, cleaning teeth, cutting nails, riding in the car before going into
the vet etc. play the music for a few days ahead of time. When you decide to do this, play the
music until your animal is relaxed and continue to play the music throughout and after.
My dog Spike, ( a King Shepherd) absolutely despises having his nails cut. I discovered the
above technique and now he hardly notices when I cut them. He also doesn't like the vets. So I
sit outside the office playing Pet Ease in the car until they call me in. By the time I get in he
walks right in calmly past the other dogs (this is very unusual for him) and he is really docile
with the Doctor. Before I would do the comedy routine - my usually obedient dog would turn into
a horror story. Here I am struggling and pulling trying to get him into the office and he is pulling me out of the office. I'm sure
some of you have lived this story.

Testimonies
Pet Ease was tested with many different animals. It seems to help many animals with a number of different ailments as the
following testimonies will verify.
I give workshops for animals and their owners. When I used Pet Ease in the background, a group of barking dogs who were
terrified of being away from their owners, all of a sudden , stopped barking and relaxed. When I turned the music off they
started to bark again. I have also noticed that it keeps people relaxed but focused when I am teaching new technique.

- Robyn Hood T.T.E.A.M.
We’ve been using Pet Ease since April 2005. I was cleaning the kennel and the staff had a radio station on. The kennel was
very noisy. I turned on Pet Ease and within 2 minutes the barking stopped. I was relaxed and 20 dogs were asleep. I was able
to walk back and forth and continue working without noise.
We used Training Freedom in our puppy classes. The classes and the puppies were much calmer.

Morgan Jarvis Superdogs Central.com
I leave my Pet Ease CD playing in the CD player at home when I am away from home. All 3 of my dogs love it and we never
had any behavior problems!
Recently, I took the CD to work with me at the Veterinary Surgery Clinic. I left the CD playing in the dog run room where the
dogs wait for surgery and recover from surgery on a busy Saturday. Everyone I work with noticed the difference! (and
many of my coworkers are skeptical of such ideas) The whining, crying, and scratching went away AND the animals in
recovery seemed to have a much smoother time coming out from under anesthesia. I hope all veterinary clinics will play "Pet
Ease" in their clinics to help the animals have a positive experience. Thanks,

Kathy Tompson

Surgery Clinic

Dallas, Texas

"All of my dogs are extremely nervous during severe thunder storms. After 20 minutes of playing the tape they were all quietly
sleeping. I was impressed. When I have to do minor surgical procedures or dentistry the dog is less stressed when the tape is
being played. I would recommend that kennels and sick wards play this music for an overall calming effect."

- Dr. S. K. Veterinarian
I use Pet Ease for first nights of puppy classes and full moons. These nights are especially full of tension, noise and
playfulness. I play the music softly before the dogs come in and continue this for the 45 minute classes. Since I have been
using the music, I have had peaceful and calm classes. I also noticed that when the music stopped some of the dogs began to
bark but once the music started again, they calmed down. During the full moon, the dogs become calm and more receptive to
learning with Pet Ease playing.

Dog trainer, Sondra Holgate, owner of Scarborough Dog Training Associates
My horse, Aladdin, who is a 3 year old pure Egyptian Arabian was labeled as untrainable. With the regular playing of Pet Ease
there was a radical, permanent change in behaviour. He was easier to handle and his physical appearance has softened and
he is now very affectionate. He is much easier to school and his brightness in learning is present. Lightness in his attitude is
evident.
- Heather Howarth
I had to give my dog, Gemma, to a friend. Gemma became very homesick and was having a hard time settling in to her new
surroundings. She wouldn't eat for days. I told my friend to play Pet Ease (Infinite Joy). Within minutes, Gemma got up,went to
her food dish and began to eat. She hasn't had a problem since.
My cat, Ralph, gets very upset in the car and ends up going to the washroom in his crate. When I played Pet Ease in
the car , he settled down right away.
- Lambie Heighton

I have a very timid cat who is afraid of coming in the house. One night, due to cold weather, we had to bring her inside. She
wouldn't stop growling and she definitely would not settle down. I put her in my room and played Pet Ease. Within a very short
time, she became relaxed and slept through the night.
- Timothy Benson - age 12
SEEMS TO BE WORKING, A FRIEND BORROWED THE TAPE TO USE WITH A RESCUE KINKAJOU AND
HE HASN’T BITTEN HER THIS WEEK, AND EVEN ALLOWED HER TO STROKE HIM. THOUGHT YOU
WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
PAULA B.C.
I have a pet pigeon named Walter who keeps me awake most of the night with his cooing "I'm coool, I'm cooooool". Since I've
been playing Pet Ease both Walter and I fall asleep long before the music is over. We're both now getting a wonderful's night
sleep.
Michael T. Wall
Liz Evans from Peaks Valley Health Center shared a story about her dog Rusty and the music of Pet Ease. Rusty had a mild
seizure accompanied by a slipped disc on his hind quadrant. After extensive tests, he was sent home with a lot of medication
and a prognosis of 48 hours to live. Liz stopped all medications (because it was making him sick) and started a holistic
approach which included the music. After 20 minutes of playing this calming music was introduced, Rusty attempted to move
and began eating and is now proof that loving holistic approaches definitely are successful.

Sea Magic
In Australia, an owner of a Dalmatian who was always getting car sick played Sea Magic in the car. Within minutes of working
the dogs ears and playing Sea Magic, the dog curled up and went to sleep and never got car sick for the whole 6 hour trip.
Now the owner plays the music for 10 minutes before the dog goes in the car and the dog settles in the car without a problem.

- Robyn Hood T.T.E.A.M. International
I used Sea Magic to help my 12 year old cat, Buddy, from vomiting his heart medication which he had to take. When the music
was playing he kept the medication down. When I gave it to him without the music, he would throw up the medication.
Coincidence? I don't know but I'll keep playing the music.
- Luann Gallagher - London Ont.

Infinite Mind Renamed Training Freedom 1 and 2 :
When I use Infinite Mind in my seminars on working with your animal positively, I find that it enhances the learning process and
people learn and remember the new techniques easier and without frustration.
- Robyn Hood T.T.E.A.M. International
My dog Bertie, who is now 2 years old, has had severe epilepsy since he was 10 months old. He was also hyper active and
very absentminded. When I played Infinite Mind 1 and 2, we saw an immediate change both physically and physiologically
after hearing it once. His eyes are now clear and he is much more alert. When Bert was in seizure mode, playing the music
continuously would keep him from seizuring. If a seizure occurred, starting the music would calmly bring him out of it and
prevent further seizures. It didn't cure his epilepsy but it bought us time to find a cure.
As I was playing Infinite Mind for Bertie, I noticed my own mental clarity was being enhanced. I wasn't feeling overwhelmed
and I could keep lists in my head.
- Marianne Bertrand
I was amazed when excited puppies would lie down quietly when Infinite Mind 1 and 2 was played during obedience classes.
The puppies were more attentive to the commands and the owners were able to handle them easier.
A Doberman puppy went into a trance-like state. Classes were wonderful. - Sondra Holgate - Dog Trainer
Many dog training schools are using Infinite Mind to settle the class down and enhance the learning process between the
owner and his or her dog.
- S. Russell

Transcension:
Daily playing of Transcension brings calmness and peacefulness to my thoroughbred and Arabian. One of my horses who
was really aggressive and angry became gentle and loving and this continued even after the music stopped. This attitude is a
continual evolving change and are both having fun learning and growing together.

- Heather Howarth
I have felt that Pet Ease and Transcension have had a calming effect on my dog and household.
I couldn't believe the first time I heard Transcension and the calming effect it had on my dog and myself. Due to
circumstances in our daily life, my dog and I were both very angry and upset. Within 15 minutes of listening to the music, we
were both calmed right down. for 24 hours after, even though we had only listened to it for 45 minutes. Today, I'm playing both
tapes on a daily basis. The whole household is feeling the positive effects of this calming music. - Delphine Smith
Transcension has a calming influence on animals - especially the aggressive ones. It will put dogs to sleep. Transcension
replaces the Fear with Love.
- Dr. S K - Veterinarian

More Pet Ease Testimonies
We’ve been using Pet Ease since April 2005. I was cleaning the kennel and the staff had a
radio station on. The kennel was very noisy. I turned on Pet Ease and within 2 minutes the
barking stopped. I was relaxed and 20 dogs were asleep. I was able to walk back and forth and continue working without
noise.
We used Training Freedom in our puppy classes. The classes and the puppies were much calmer.
Morgan Jarvis Superdogs Central.com
My elderly Jack Russel had to have eye surgery for of all things, a splinter in the eye. The surgery went well & we were given
different kinds of drops to apply to the eye several times a day for quite a while after surgery. He also had to wear a plastic
cone around his head to keep him from rubbing the eye while it healed. He would rather have ripped the cone off & so it
required a lot of work to prevent this. I played the Pet Ease CD continuously looped at a very low volume both night & day.
Not only did he forget about the cone around his head, his eye healed in an unprecedented amount of time, according to my
veterinarian. The extra bonus was that when my husband came home from work he did not carry through his usual stress
level from the day into his evenings activities, & he snoozed a lot in the evening. He remarked that he couldn't understand
why he was snoozing so much all of a sudden.
Pat Prevost, King City
In this last year my elderly Jack Russel's digestive system does not respond well to out of the ordinary stresses in routine.
This is a result of an serious infection he had which required a stay in intensive care on IV fluids. I gave the Pet Ease CD to
the clinic who, after some convincing, played it in the intensive care area. Not only was he more a home with his situation but
the vet techs remarked that all of the animals quieted down in the unit. I use Pet Ease regularly to ease the stresses of any
unavoidable changes in his routine.
Pat Prevost, King City
Normally any unusual disturbance on the farm has my elderly Jack Russel barking to the point of exhaustion unless I give him
commands to lay down & to have a snooze. This requires my constant supervision as he'll be right back up & barking as soon
as I turn away. Recently the sunroom roof needed to be re-shingled & this meant a day long vigil to keep him from blowing a
gasket. I put the Pet Ease on at first at a volume that competed with the banging on the roof. I delivered the commands to
lay down & snooze, & as the first hour passed the commands held for longer & longer times. I gradually turned the volume
down to background level & by the end of hour two I can count on one hand the number of times for the rest of the day that
he got up out of his snooze to bark at the roofers. It was amazing!
Pat Prevost, King City
Usually our dog Taz, a miniature Schnauzer hides when there is a thunderstorm. We played Pet Ease
during the storm and he didn’t hide, get antsy or hide. He stayed in the room with us and settled right down.
Ted & Sheryl Howarth
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